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Figure 1: Synergistic Social Technology (SST) concept grounding: core principles, related theory, and related instances.

ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

In this paper, we propose a strong concept for interaction design:
Synergistic Social Technology (SST). This concept describes systems
in which technology is designed with its own ‘need’ for interaction. As a result of responding to these needs, people who use the
system may benefit from social interaction with others who use
the system. This concept arose through the design, prototyping,
and study of a social wearable design that we called Robo-ShoeFlies. We articulate the core principles of the SST concept. We
also describe the Research-through-Design process that inspired
its development and associated design-focused observations. This
work may inspire those in the IxD or HCI communities focused on
the design and development of technology intended to support social interaction, particularly in the sense of encouraging collective,
mutually-beneficial action.

• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing theory, concepts and paradigms; Interaction design.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The core contribution of this paper is proposing Synergistic Social
Technology (SST) as a strong concept. Strong concepts are considered intermediate-level knowledge contributions. They “are design
elements abstracted beyond particular instances which have the potential to be appropriated by designers and researchers to extend their
repertoires and enable new particulars instantiations” [29]. In addition, we present an exploratory social wearable system, which
inspired the development of SST, along with design-focused observations based on a preliminary study of the system. The concept and
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our observations may be useful for other designers and researchers
interested in encouraging social interaction.
The motivation for developing SST as a strong concept was our
research team’s ongoing interest in sharpening design practice
concerning opportunities to foster a sense of community and connection among people who use our interactive technology. We had
the insight during the Research-through- Design (RtD) [25] project
described in this paper, that we could position the technology as in
need of care. Not just care at an individual level, but at a collective
level across devices and multiple people. And that this care could,
in turn, help to foster connection and community among people
who engaged with the technology.
We are particularly interested in developing technologies that
augment co-located socializing (in the same physical spaces). That
is why the exploratory wearable system described in this paper
focuses on this use case. We agree with Olsson et al. who emphasize
that there is a need to not only enable co-located social interaction,
but also design technology that actively and deliberately attempts
to improve its quality, value, and extent [55]. Tromp et al. argue
that “although designers can never fully predict the social implications of their design, and although the political significance of artifacts
changes over time,” [72] they should consider the social implications of their designs [72]. We strongly agree with this point of
view and believe it is true that “every technology can deliberately
or inadvertently impact psychological wellbeing” [57]. Therefore we
find it very important to address the neglect of co-located social
support head-on.
Motivated by these aims, we set out to design a system that would
not just enable, but actively support and encourage co-located social
interaction. The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: 1) We propose
the synergistic social technology as a strong concept, grounding
it horizontally in the context of related HCI theory [29], 2) We
describe the system and RtD process that inspired the articulation
of the concept, then 3) We discuss design-focused findings from
studying the system and how the SST concept developed. Finally,
4) We discuss SST in regards to other systems (vertical grounding
[29]) and future possible applications. We conclude with general
observations about the generative possibilities of the strong concept
for others in the design community at large.

2

• Systems designed with ‘need(s)’: by crafted a framing story
that casts them in an animistic sense (e.g., ‘needing’ to connect devices after several hours of actively using them because the devices‘rely on each other to survive’).
• The ‘need(s)’ encourage the people who use the system to
interact because they are compelling and essential for them
as humans (e.g., taking a break from the screen).
• When people fulfill the system’s ‘need(s)’ they experience
positive social implications (e.g., people meet to exchange
access information in order to connect their devices).
• The interactions are designed to work beyond the individual
level of use— they are designed to foster a sense of community (e.g. people rely on each other for the exchange of
information, they cannot complete a task on their own).
• Building ‘synergies’ between real human needs and the
‘need(s)’ of the system.

ARTICULATING SYNERGISTIC SOCIAL
TECHNOLOGY (SST) AS A STRONG
CONCEPT

Strong concepts can abstract design elements beyond particular
instances. This abstraction lets designers and researchers appropriate them in their practice: extending their repertoires and enabling
new concept instantiations [29]. In this section, we explain the Synergistic Social Technology (SST) concept and ground it in related
HCI theory.

2.1

‘need’ met by the people’s engaging with it, while people benefit
from being ‘encouraged’ to engage in social interaction.
Our concept suggests that designers consciously design compelling and essential interactions as part of systems. These interactions should create synergies between meeting the ‘need(s)’ of the
system and social interaction among the people who use it. Ideally,
these interactions also aid people in conceiving of themselves as
part of a community of care, thinking beyond the individual level
of interaction.
We want to note that by ‘need(s)’ we do not necessarily mean
the technology’s technical requirements (such as a need for electric
power). We are casting needs in an animistic sense: the designers
craft a framing story for the technology that assigns ‘need(s)’ that
must be met in socially beneficial ways by the people who use the
system. One can imagine situations in which the technical requirements of a system might incidentally drive social interaction. For
example, electric vehicles need charging. When charging a vehicle
in a public setting (e.g., a parking lot), people may encounter others
and consequently interact with them. It may also lead to people
interacting with others by forming social clubs around improving,
or even just showing off their vehicles to one another, or creating
services for repair and maintenance. However, these possible interactions between people are not required by the design of the
technology and are thus auxiliary effects.
The SST concept draws upon a range of HCI theoretical frames
while adding a collective-minded, animistic perspective. It focuses
on systems of humans and technology working together. Fig. 1
highlights the proposed SST concept, its design implications, and
the related HCI theory and design instances.
We consider the core principles of SST to be:

What is SST?

By Synergistic Social Technology (SST) we mean that the technologies are designed to have ‘needs’ that motivate people to engage. As
a direct result of responding to these needs, people find themselves
interacting with others synchronously and collaboratively. So, by
synergistic, we mean that the technology benefits from getting its
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2.2

Related HCI Theory

An important aspect of articulating strong concepts is situating
them in the context of related HCI theory (what Höök and Lowgren
term “horizontal grounding” [29]). Here we position our strong
concept in the HCI theory landscape:
Matters of Care. At a general level, Puig de la Bellacasa proposed the notion of “Matters of Care”, saying “Can we contribute,
by carefully staging how things hold together, to more sustainable
caring relationalities and life conditions in an aching world?” This
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call to action was meant to inspire others to create “what is needed
to generate more caring relationships” [16].
Interdependent Wearables. A strong concept in the HCI literature closely related to our SST concept is that of interdependent wearables [33]. This concept suggests that incorporating interdependencies between wearers in interaction design may lead to
pro-social behavior, facilitating collaboration, coordination, and
mutual attention [33]. Our strong concept extends this by integrating animistic qualities that help encode the technology’s ‘need’ for
interaction into the backstory of the design.
Animism. In [74], Van Ellen et al. suggest that “Using animism
as a metaphor, designers can create simple yet powerful mental models
that people can use for their digital devices, environments, and systems.
People are expert at and comfortable understanding things that are
alive, and this provides an efficient and expressive shorthand for the
designer to communicate the system’s approach, affordances, and state”
[74]. Also, they write: “Animism, as distinct from anthropomorphism,
however, offers a way of separating out issues of ascribed intelligence
from ascribed intentionality or inner-life [... which] directly engages
with the myth-making narrative tendencies of the human mind” [74].
Their suggested use of animism as a metaphor articulates the benefit
of encoding a backstory into the design. It may help flesh out
the “intentionality.” In our SST concept we suggest drawing from
animism to create a sense of relationship to the technology. This
relationship could allow for scripting the design with ‘needs.’ These
needs could then be met by people collaboratively, encouraging
them to engage with one another.
Object Orientated Ontology. Another related theory is ‘Object Orientated Ontology’ (OOO) [28], a branch in contemporary
philosophy of technology and a strand of ‘speculative realism’ [27].
Lindley, Coulton, and Cooper explain OOO as “a model for being
where no object is more significant than any other object,” which
includes humans. Objects (or things), therefore, are “not merely
defined through human use but through any use, including object to
object situations” [43]. Wakkary et al. suggest that “[t]hings can be
seen as non-human technological entities and artifact entities often
bound together that are conditioned by humans and in turn shape
what it means to be human” [77].
To explore the gap between things and people, they designed and
fabricated six sets of networked ceramic bowls and cups (named the
Morse Things) to help them investigate IoT from a thing-centered
perspective and human-technology relations. These artifacts were
then given to domain expert as participants to live with them for
several weeks [77]. One of their main findings was the search for
humanness: “Participants projected human emotions and experiences
on the Morse Things” [77]. The findings from this study suggest that
even if the design or artifact is introduced as a pragmatic “thing,”
such a set of bowls and cups, people still tend to associate animistic
qualities to it, and initiate myth-making.
They also found that “[w]hile the Morse Things were often approached from a human centered perspective, on many occasions a
more thing-oriented projection came through” [77]. This result suggests people can, at times, consider designs from a “thing-centeredness”
perspective as well. We see the Synergistic Social Technology concept positioned somewhere between OOO and a traditional understanding of technologies as in a separate ontological category from
the people using it. We propose a synergistic relationship between
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“things” and humans while focusing our interest on social outcomes
for humans as they use the system [72].
Social Roles. Others in the HCI community propose using framing concepts from social psychology, such as social roles, to help set
expectations for interaction with technology. This perspective can
leverage human to human expectations “in interaction with others
without having to negotiate everything about how each person will
act, and often, without even having to get to know one another very
well” [31].
Paradigms of Human-Robot Relationship. In Human-RobotInteraction (HRI) research there are two common paradigms of
human-robot relationship: (i) the caretaker paradigm: “the role of
the human is to identify and respond to the robot’s emotional and
social ‘needs’. The human needs to keep the robot ‘happy’ which
implies showing behaviors towards the robot characteristic of behavior towards infants or baby animals” [15] as well as (ii) the
assistant/companion paradigm: which “considers robots as caretakers
or assistants of humans” [15]. We position the Synergistic Social
Technology concept in this larger tradition of setting up legible
relationships between technology and people while avoiding the
explicit anthropomorphism of these other theoretical frames. SST
should be considered more animistic than anthropomorphic to
allow for a broader range of potential synergies and relations.
Vulnerability. SST also relates to the experiential design quality
of vulnerability [12]. From an emotional and social angle, there
are benefits to disclosing and sharing vulnerabilities with others
when appropriate [8]. Vulnerability, when included in technology
design strategically and thoughtfully, may impact the sense of social
empowerment and connection [12]. SST suggests incorporating
artificial need(s) in the design of the technology. These need(s)
make the technology somewhat vulnerable as it relies on humans
to care for it (beyond regular maintenance such as battery charging
or rebooting). Also, SST suggests that the humans who use the
technology would only be able to do so if they collaborate with
others, and that puts them in the vulnerable position of needing to
find other people, to care for the technology together.

3

THE DESIGN THAT INSPIRED THE
SYNERGISTIC SOCIAL TECHNOLOGY
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

The Synergistic Social Technology (SST) concept emerged from the
development of a particular prototype. The process of designing,
developing, and studying this prototype led us to the SST concept.

Figure 2: Illustration of the Robo-Shoe-Flies in office use.
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Here we present the Robo-Shoe-Flies design as a case study to show
how we came to articulate the concept based on our RtD process. We
briefly introduce the system, contextualize it with related work, and
then describe the design process and its interactive and technical
features. Finally, we include details about studying the design with
people, and our findings.

3.1

Introducing the Robo-Shoe-Flies

Here, we briefly present the design prototypes of the Robo-ShoeFlies and how they function (see Figs. 2, 5). With this design, we
wanted to explore ways to encourage people to socialize with colocated others. We were also looking for possible motivations for
engagement and positive activities that could facilitate some aspects
of wellbeing. To do so, we played with the idea that wearables would
resemble a kind of creature that could "dwell" on the body.
Therefore, we framed our social wearables as a community of
on-body ‘robotic’ companions who ‘need’ movement and social
interaction with other creatures of their species occasionally. The
creatures provide sound and visual feedback to signal to their wearers their ‘needs.’ When wearers receive this feedback, they should
find another person (who also wears a creature) and let the creatures interact by coordinating movement together– by facing the
creatures towards one another and shaking their right feet. We
imagined people would wear the creatures in an office or a desk
job-like setting, where people usually spend their time sitting in
front of a computer. We speculated that having an external reason
to move around and socialize might benefit people and serve as a
short ‘brain break’ [11].

3.2

Work Related to the Robo-Shoe-Flies
Concept Development

Related work that influenced, motivated, and guided our design
process covers a range of topics.
3.2.1 The value in co-located interaction. The value sensitive design approach to technology design accounts for human values
“in a principled and comprehensive manner throughout the design
process” [23]. HCI researchers have recently proposed to the scholarly community to “steer future technological developments toward
putting attention on the experiential space between people, deploying
computation toward augmenting physical copresence and collective
action” [32], and articulated the need for better technologies that
work to enhance co-located social interaction [55]. The impact on
co-located interaction is often neglected in commercial wearables
design [49]. However, researchers have begun to identify areas of
value to consider for those who work in the design space of social
wearables [13], wearable technology that augments in-person social interactions [49]. In our work, we wanted to explore wearable
design that caters to such interactions.
3.2.2 Design motivation: facilitating positive activities. Practicing
positive activities may boost wellbeing [48]. Activities such as taking care of body and mind, committing to one’s goals, and investing in
social connection were identified as interventions “linked to lasting
increases in well-being” [78]. Research suggest that workplace occupational sitting is associated with negative health outcomes [54, 70].
Yet there is a growing trend of Millennials not even taking lunch
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breaks away from their desk [52] (interestingly, commercially available wearable devices are insufficient for reducing sitting time [68]).
Research suggests that social and physical play has positive effects
such as increased engagement and positive emotions [65], and playful interactions can bring joy “to otherwise unstimulating moments”
[5]. Researchers have also shown that people may also benefit from
taking breaks from work [66], and particularly breaks that include
movement [69] and social breaks [76] for knowledge workers [19].
3.2.3 Exploring foot-based interaction. In our design process we
engaged in embodied sketching, a method that supports the ideation
phase rather than evaluation, and allows for “the inclusion of bodily
experiences early in the design process”, to “spur creativity by harnessing play and playfulness” [50] (it is a form of embodied storming, that
lets us “take advantage of the collective’s unique ability to distribute
cognitive facility in the tangible, physical performance of activity”
[62]). During this process, we experimented by moving our feet
to interact with each other. We enjoyed doing so and realized that
moving one’s feet can engage the body in more holistic movement
(rather than just waving one’s hand, for example). We chose to
include this currently under-explored body interaction in wearable
design in our system. Research in HCI on foot-based interaction
[75] mostly focuses on foot movement as an input modality to interact with screens (e.g.,[20, 47, 61]), to interact with virtual and mixed
environments (e.g.,[53, 80]), and by using tangibles (e.g. [63]). There
are also a few commercial wearable shoe accessories that function
as game controllers to support screen-based interaction (e.g., [1])
or virtual-reality (e.g., [2]). Commercial foot-based wearables have
mostly focused on biometric measures for health, performance and
training (e.g., [18, 60]), or tracking GPS signals for safety measures
(e.g. [17]).
3.2.4 Designing technology with creature-like attributes. When tangible technology design (such as a wearable) is presented to users
with creature-like attributes, it becomes useful to think of it in
the context of human-robot interaction (based on insights from
[35]). Researchers surveyed users to learn about their expectations
of on-body companion robots. They identified a few potential applications that include: entertainment, companionship for lonely
people, a partner to play games with, to help motivate the user to
exercise, or to keep people company when they travel, to name a
few [34]. Currently, research on social robots or smart pets/robotic
companions has mostly explored individual companions whose socialization is focused on human-robot interactions [7, 15, 22, 46, 58].
Also, their socialization has been explored in regards to supporting
specific populations (e.g., older adults [38], or adolescents with
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (a condition that reduces their normal
functioning, including the ability to socialize) [10]. However, there
are still critical knowledge gaps for designing social robots. For
example, in understanding the mechanisms that encourage communication between humans and robots. Including how behavior
between them occurs and how humans interact with each other
around them [7].
3.2.5 Related Technology Designs. Here we describe related researchbased and commercial products that share some aspects with the design of our system. A few projects explore wearables with creaturelike features. For example, the robotic arm cuff named Ref [37] is
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a design concept of a wearable wrist-worn creature that responds
to the wearer’s pulse measures by changing its shape (twisting,
curling). Its purpose is to make the wearer more aware of their emotional state and support their relaxation and wellbeing. Hooze [79]
is a fashion accessory with playful and zoomorphic qualities, which
entices people to touch it. Other related designs aim to encourage physical activity. For example, Nintendo’s Pocket Pikachu
pedometer [9] has a virtual character that responds to step count by
becoming happier as it increases, and encourages physical activity
by learning new tricks. Another design, the Pediluma [41], is a
wearable shoe accessory that aims to encourage physical activity
by tracking and using light to visualize the wearers’ movement.
There are also many examples of commercial wearable wrist-worn
fitness trackers that attempt to support people to be generally more
active (e.g., Fitbit [4] and Apple Watch [6] to name a few).
In our design, we also wanted to create a system that encourages
people to take breaks from their work. From a commercial perspective, many apps try to encourage and support people to take breaks
away from their screens [21]. From a design research standpoint,
two projects are especially inspiring. The Breakbot is a companion
robot design concept that sits on workers’ desks to remind them to
socialize and take breaks [59], and the Break-Time Barometer
focuses on the social benefit of taking breaks with other people in
the workplace. It uses “an ambient persuasion approach in order to
encourage people to join existing breaks” [36].

3.3

Design Process

Our interest in enhancing co-located social interaction guided our
inquiry. We chose to explore the design space of social wearables
(namely, wearable technology designed to augment in-person social
interaction [49]). In particular, we were interested in the underexplored area of wearables that proactively intervene in the social
situation [13]. Designs that fit into this category create a clear
and actionable call for interaction (e.g., task-oriented interaction, a
collaborative creation) and may utilize more than one device, and
also may affect sociospatial proxemics [13].
We began the design process by using the PLEX cards [45],
randomly selecting a few cards from the deck. PLEX Cards are
considered a valuable source for brainstorming inspiration when
designing for playfulness. Our goal was not strictly to design playful interactions, but engaging with these cards helped us begin
brainstorming playfully and loosely and keep an open mind. We
planned to prototype our design with the Adafruit Circuit Playground Express (CPX) [30], as we had multiple boards available
to us in our lab, and we appreciated its prototyping flexibility (in
terms of development and hardware). So we engaged in embodied
sketching [50] by taking turns to decide upon on-body locations. We
taped the CPX boards to the suggested bodily location and began
to move around in the space and interact with each other playfully
(see Fig. 3).
We were examining the somatic experience of wearing the boards
in these on-body locations and exploring opportunities for new
interaction among us (a similar approach to that advocated by
[71]). Our inquiry was also guided by questions from the design
framework for social wearables [13]: What is being sensed? What
means or gestures are required? Does activating the device
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Figure 3: Photos from our embodied sketching design
ideation session with the cards.
happen automatically or require people’s intentional input? Is the
output/feedback noticeable? By the wearer? By others? Through
which means? How many devices are there? What is the interplay
between them? What degree of focused attention is required from
the wearer and others? In what social environment does interaction
occur? What is the best on-body location for the wearable to bring
people together?.
As we were trying varying body locations for the CPX, we challenged ourselves to expand away from prevalent wearable technology on-body location sites and explore new possibilities. In
particular, we enjoyed the interaction between us when the CPXs
were taped to our shoes. We started playing with this on-body location – we began shaking our feet at each other. We then found an
inspiring viral video [26] of people doing a foot shaking dance! We
thought it could be an interesting interaction between two people.
We imagined that if people coordinate a ‘foot shake’ they would
spend some time with each other. And while they do so, they would
probably be looking down at their shoes, so they will not need to
directly look at each others’ faces. We thought this might eliminate
some tension for people, especially if they were interacting with
people they did not know very well.

Figure 4: Left – The Robo-Shoe-Flies cover; Right – RoboShoe-Fly dwells on the shoe.
In addition to our initial goal (of enhancing and supporting people to interact with other co-located people), our embodied design
brainstorming session resulted in thinking also about taking breaks
from work, getting up from sitting for long hours, moving around,
and caring for another person or device. Thus, our assumptions
about activities that may positively affect aspects of one’s wellbeing
drove some of our design decisions.
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In our process, we found a social wearable that was presented to
participants with a fictional backstory [14] inspiring. We then began
to develop our design backstory by thinking of our wearables as
‘creatures’ with ‘needs.’ To inspire the look of our creatures four of
us individually created moodboards on Pinterest (which we later
combined into one board). We noticed we gravitated towards fuzzy
and cute bug-like animals in our moodboards. In our design, we
were constrained by the CPX board shape and size and by the
additional lithium battery, all of which had to fit in an enclosure.
These considerations guided the tangible aspects of our wearable
design prototype.
After making a few sketches of creatures, we settled on one
that worked well with the CPX’s visual feedback (10 built-in LEDs
arranged in a ring). We created seven multiple soft covers (see Fig.
7-Right): we gave the creatures a ‘face’ with googly eyes, two small
feet, and attached three layers of soft wings for added texture and
dimensionality in the design aesthetic (see Fig. 4-Right, 7). The
enclosure had an extended piece on its back for connecting it to the
wearers’ shoelaces (by tying and wrapping it around, see Fig. 6).

3.4

Interaction and Technical Features

We used the CPX board’s built-in LED ring for visual feedback. We
also used its speaker, accelerometer, internal clock, and infrared
(IR) sensing capabilities to create interaction among the creatures
and their wearers. We used IR and acceleration sensing to register
when the interaction between creatures happened; when a creature
senses that it shakes (through changes in accelerometer data) it
sends IR signals. Then, if another creature is nearby, it can receive
the signals.
We were intrigued by the timer interaction modality in [12],
which uses a timer to trigger signals of change in the wearable’s
state. This interaction strategy is similar to other types of technologydirected ‘notifications.’ We designed our creatures to ‘need’ interaction occasionally. Therefore we programmed the CPX to utilize its
internal clock as a timer to turn on the first ‘nudge’ after 60 minutes,
and then again between 30 to 100 minutes intervals, depending
on its previous interactions (adjusted from [56]). The purpose of
the first nudge is to let the wearer (and co-located others) know
the creature ‘needs’ the interaction. Then, within 10 minutes of
this nudge, if the device does not register the required interaction
(by receiving IR signal from another device) it nudges again (and
changes the color of the flashing light display from green to red).
The wearers are supposed to coordinate shaking their right feet
and direct the creatures to face each other (to send and receive IR
signals). If the wearer has found another wearer and their device has
sensed the IR signal, then the creatures will flash scattered rainbow
light animation and play a ‘happy’ tune to signal to their wearers
that they are content with the interaction. Wearers could also find
each other and let their creatures interact by shaking feet even
without a nudge. This interaction would also satisfy their creatures’
‘need’ to interact and reset their timers to delay subsequent nudges.
We iterated the initial prototypes several times, exploring different interaction modalities, timings, and feedback among ourselves.
Lab members and guests tested variations of the prototype during
in-lab group discussions. Here we share a few anecdotes from our
iterative process. We thought it could be interesting to shake legs
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Figure 5: Robo-Shoe-Flies interaction flow diagram.
with others (to resemble the type of unique fist-bumps/handshakes
people playfully make up) so our design included complex foot
gestures initially. We had a sequence of foot gestures that required
a lot of coordination (such as shaking legs back and forth and sideways in very particular ways). We iterated on this idea and worked
towards figuring out ways to detect these gestures with the CPX.
Then we took our early prototypes (the CPX boards with the
first iteration of the code encased in our enclosure) to internal playtesting with four people who were not from our lab. We instructed
them in how to use the wearables and observed their interaction,
and later conducted an informal group interview with them. We
then realized that unique complex foot coordination is hard to
explain and hard to learn. We also realized it was unnecessary for
our use scenario, and decided to remove it in the next code iteration.
Another thing we noticed was that there might be a gendered
difference regarding how people shake their legs. While we were a
group of cis-gender women developing the prototypes, our internal
play-testers were all seemingly cis-gender men. It was clear that
there was a big difference between how they shook their legs (vigorously) and how we shook our legs (gently). So, we adjusted the
thresholds for the shaking detection, essentially making it so there
was no more need for unique complex foot coordination besides
detecting there was some sort of shake (whether vigorous, gentle,
or otherwise), and IR was detected.
We also iterated on the time intervals and the length of time
that foot shaking was required. We thought people should shake
for several seconds in a coordinated manner to provide a structure
for their interaction. We thought that defining a time-frame for the
time they spent with each other would be helpful. However, as we
continuously tested the design among ourselves, we realized it is
too difficult to define the proper amount of time that feels pleasant
and acceptable to shake feet. Therefore, in the latest prototype, we
removed the constraint of a strict amount of time for shaking to be
detected. The devices need only to detect that shaking happened to
send IR signals. We also programmed in an added feature that would
let us follow up on how many times the creature had satisfactory
interactions. By pressing a button, we can display the number (1-5)
of green LEDs on the right side of the CPX ring, and the times
it nudged the wearer to interact but did not register a satisfying
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Figure 6: Left – the CPX and the battery can fit inside the
Robo-Shoe-Flies cover; Right – the Robo-Shoe-Fly is glowing with the number of green and red lights to indicate when
its ‘needs’ were satisfied.

interaction (displayed by the number (1-5) of red LEDs on the left
side of the ring). We added this feature in our iteration for internal
assessment of the device’s functionality (see Fig. 6).

3.5

Study

We conducted a preliminary study of the devices with groups of
people over several hours in the academic workplace to understand
how it might work in a semi-naturalistic setting (so that they experience the interaction as an actual break from work). We recruited
participants by reaching out to our department’s graduate student
mailing list and proposed extra credit for undergraduate student
participants (enrolled in an HCI course). Nineteen people signed
up, but we were able to test with 13 participants (four graduate and
nine undergraduate students) due to scheduling requirements. We
divided them into three groups (2x, 4x, and 7x participants) based
on their overlapping schedule availability to afford at least five consecutive hours with other participants. We did not ask participants
about their gender, but it happened that in each group it seemed
that half were male and half female (except for the seven participants group, which seemed to have three male, and four female
participants). We did not plan to compare feedback between groups.
We aimed to collect varied qualitative feedback from participants
on using the system.
A few participants were familiar with each other from beforehand and two of the graduate students share their lab space regularly. However, none reported pre-existing strong social ties with
the rest. The participants wore their creatures for 5 - 7 consecutive
hours. We met participants in our lab to provide and collect consent forms. We explained verbally, demoed the interaction (how
they should shake their feet, noting that the creatures need to face
each other), and set them up with the devices. We attached the devices to the outer side of the participants’ right shoes (by threading
their shoelaces to secure them, see Fig. 7-Left). We asked them to
move a bit with it on and answered questions about its use. We
told participants that the creature would let them know by making
some sounds and light effects when it needed to interact with other
creatures of its kind and move. We explained that it would happen
occasionally, and when it did, the creature would like them to find
another person with a creature and coordinate foot shaking. We
told participants that the creatures would also light up and make
sounds to let them know if they were satisfied (this was the only
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Figure 7: Left – Study participants wearing the Robo-ShoeFlies; Right – The group of Robo-Shoe-Flies covers we created.
fictional backstory we suggested). We also told them they could
let the creatures interact even if they didn’t signal they needed the
interaction yet.
We instructed the participants to work as usual on their projects
using their own computer/laptop devices and asked them to pay
some attention to their creatures’ ‘needs’ and take care of them.
We then let the participants go about their work in our lab space
or nearby office spaces. We did not stay to observe participants
because we wanted to allow them to feel as natural as possible
while they interact with it and with each other.
To collect the participants’ feedback we used two strategies:
First, immediately at the end of the study sessions, we conducted
semi-structured interviews with all the participants individually.
The interviews lasted approx. 20 min and we recorded and transcribed them. We focused our questions on: the device (e.g., “What
would you change about the device?”); the interaction (e.g., “How
did wearing the creature influence your experience today?”); and social interactions (e.g., “How do you think the device impacted social
interaction and social experiences, if at all?”). Second, we collected
additional feedback from all 13 participants who filled out an online questionnaire confidentially that included nine open-ended
questions (e.g., “What did you like about the device?” “What did you
like least about using the device?” “Did the device affect the social
interactions or communications you had while you were wearing it?”)
[11].

3.6

Findings

We analyzed participants’ feedback from the questionnaires and
interview transcriptions by applying thematic analysis [73]. We
were doing an emergent bottom-up analysis. However, we were
also looking for themes related to participants’ experience around
social interaction (How did people respond to having mixed control
over the interaction (needing others to control their device)? How can
we encourage people to socialize with other co-located people? Did
the fictional backstory of a social network of creatures with ‘needs’
work to enhance the social experience?)
We found that overall, participants responded to the novel system
we built positively. Specific aesthetic design choices we made, such
as designing the creatures to feel playful– with a bug-like look
with googly eyes and soft fuzzy cover, and designing particular
sound tunes and light-animation, contributed to the liking of the
overall experience (and to the perception of the creatures as cute and
likable companions). However, their location on the shoe and the
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foot-shaking interaction were more controversial – some described
it as brief and felt it was not too distracting or demanding. Others
thought it was a little awkward to perform the particular footshake movement in public, and one noted that “it tired one leg
asymmetrically” (P1)).
All participants (but one) mentioned that the design facilitated
co-located social interaction, and the majority also enjoyed aspects
of the experience. Some participants particularly liked being encouraged to take breaks and doing so with others. Some liked that
they were being nudged to move, and some that it gave them an
external reason to socialize and even brought them in contact with
new people. Some mentioned how it made them feel more playful
and less serious overall. Some commented about how it increased
the number of interactions they had with other people (e.g., “interacted with people a lot more than I would on a normal weekday”
(P8)) [11].
Participants interpreted fulfilling the actions that tend to the
creatures ‘needs’ mainly as a positive thing. First, they knew that
it could indirectly benefit aspects of their wellbeing (e.g., “it gave
me some opportunities to take a break and be fun and playful in a
way that I like doing but there is not always an opportunity for that”
- P11). Second, when participants tended their creature’s ‘needs,’
the device triggered positive expressive feedback in the form of
‘happy’ light-animation and tunes. This feedback made participants
feel that they were being good caregivers (e.g., “I was kind of like
excited, I was like oh look it’s going to light up soon” (P4)).
Here it is important to note that our study was conducted with a
small number of participants, and is not meant to be a summative
evaluation of the system design. Rather, it is a preliminary set of
qualitative insights, ones that helped to inspire design dimensions
that led us to the SST concept.

4

FROM ROBO-SHOE-FLIES TO SST:
SYNTHESIZING DESIGN DIMENSIONS FOR
SUPPORTING CO-LOCATED INTERACTION

Here we synthesize our findings to suggest dimensions that could
be valuable when designing systems to support co-located social
interaction. Then we explain how these dimensions inspired and
informed the development of the Synergistic Social Technology as
a strong concept.

to action such as taking breaks, getting up from a sitting position,
moving in space, coordinating shaking legs, interacting with people.
It intervened in the social space proactively [13] by ‘nudging’
the wearers to interact with that external call. It facilitated that
“from the perspective of the wearer (personal) as well as from the perspective of others (social), and the relationship between the two” [13].
Also, the creatures were a conversation piece. They supported
participants to initiate conversations. For example, P1 said “it gave
me a reason to talk with strangers (beyond small-talk) who also wore
the device” (P1). The creatures also served as a conversation starter
between participants and people outside the study (e.g., “lots of
people not in the study asked about the creature. It was a good talking
point” (P8)).

4.2

4.3
4.1

External Reasons to Socialize

Many participants mentioned that wearing the creature encouraged
them and gave them external reasons to socialize. For example,
“[it] gave an excuse or encouraged and increased the amount of time I
have interacted with another person for sure” (P5); “it made me take
breaks and socialize. Without it, I probably wouldn’t have spoken
to anyone or left my computer” (P2). Its timer-based interaction
was unpredictable. It served as an external trigger for interaction
between wearers and their devices and also between wearers. The
fictional backstory and interaction design directed wearers’ actions.
It provided an external call for (inter)action – triggered by the
timer. It also provided external reasons to interact with other
people, triggered by the ‘needs’ of the creatures (e.g., “I was kind
of using it as an excuse to take a break and jump up and go have a
little interaction with people” (P11)). Our design offered a clear guide
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Mixed Control, Shared Experience

The design of our system incorporated the concept of interdependent wearables: people needed to collaborate, coordinate, and
share mutual attention. Our findings indicate that people liked
having a shared experience. The Robo-Shoe-Flies’ backstory of
creatures with ‘needs’ (to meet and move with other creatures)
directed wearers to interact, collaborate and coordinate their movements with each other to meet these ‘needs’ (e.g., “I think it helps
to know that there are other people with this creature so that I can interact with them and we can have that same shared experience, that’s
really nice” (P12); it made it easier “to connect with everyone else”
(P13)). This interdependent interaction was manifested physically
in the design (e.g., IR sensing) and conceptually in the backstory.
P12 remarked about the value of the interdependent qualities of
the interaction. They liked it was “a mutually defined reason to
interact with another person” which they identified as “something
that is usually absent in everyday life” (P12). The design facilitated
a reciprocal kind of interaction between wearers that created
a sort of exchange: “to give the gift of time” and “attention” (P10).
The interaction encouraged participants to do each other a favor
(e.g., “they would be doing you a favor by shaking next to you so
[...] you owe them one” (P10)). Some participant also appreciated it
directed them to do something with others: “I thought the idea
of having it need interaction was a really neat way of both having
people interact and having a person interact with it” (P5).

Being Playful Together

Participants described the creatures and the gestures required for
interaction as playful. This playfulness made the interactive experience not intimidating (as using a new technology might feel).
The design evoked curiosity and a sense of exploration (e.g., “like
play with each other throughout the day”( P11)). Participants did
not always know if their creatures were satisfied, and some were
worried that they needed more interaction. Some creatures never
‘nudged’ their wearers since their wearer unknowingly already satisfied their need for interactions when they helped another pair (a
wearer and their creature). This uncertainty prompted participants
to experiment together (e.g., “we had to work as a team to make
it stop ringing, so we were like oh, it’s your turn, or now it’s my turn”
(P4)). Some explored ways to care for their creatures that were
different from what was instructed in the briefing. For example,
one participant said: “I started to think that there was maybe a trick
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[...] but then, because it wasn’t triggering sometimes when I thought
it should, and I would try other people I would start to think, well
maybe you have to go to new people and introduce it to new ones”
(P11)). Some participants found the playfulness of the experience
to be positive. For instance, P13 said that not many people “connect
with each other being goofy nowadays” and that for them “it was
a faster way to connect with new people.” P5 described how it facilitates co-located social interaction: “by putting people in slightly
awkward situations you facilitate further social interaction in a way.”
The playfulness also contributed to how the design worked as an
icebreaker. For example, P13 commented that by supporting them
to be “goofy and vulnerable,” it helped “form relationships with new
people,”. And P2 commented “it’s kind of a funny way of having to
interact with another person [...] like an icebreaker in a way”’ and
that “it made the first interaction with everyone else in the group go
a little smoother.”

4.4

Beyond the Self: Towards a Shared
Low-stakes Goal

Having a ‘dependent’ (the wearable creature) to care for was described as a low-stakes goal. It was related to a sense of achievement (e.g. “being able to intermittently complete that goal in the
midst of larger and more stressful academic goals, was satisfying”
(P12)). Participants described the creatures as “friendly” and “sweet”
companions. Caring for them created a sense of responsibility
and commitment (e.g., “it created this newfound sense of responsibility, with relatively low-stakes such that it was not anxiety-inducing”
(P12)) and fostered a feeling of being needed in some of the wearers. For example, P11 said that they “kept being really concerned
that it wasn’t getting enough of what it was needing”. And P12 said
that when the creature signaled it needed interaction while they
were busy, it made them feel like they were “neglecting” it. Some
participants commented that they felt more aware of their environment and more self-conscious. And although participants wore
the creatures for only a few short hours, the experience of wearing
and caring for them triggered a sense of “emotional connection” and
“purpose”. P12 shared that they even prioritized the needs of their
creature over their own needs. They told us that as they opened
the restroom door (after not going for a long time), the creature
expressed their need for interaction. P12 responded by immediately
turning back around to find the other wearer and take care of their
creature (e.g., “I haven’t used the bathroom all day, and I went back,
I was like I have to do this” (P12)). Lastly, participants were also
working together towards the shared goal of caring for their
creatures (e.g., “we were working together to keep our creatures happy”
(P10)).

4.5

How the SST’s Core Principles Emerged
from the Robo-Shoe-Flies Case Study

Here we discuss how the core principles of the SST emerged from
our RtD process of the Robo-Shoe-Flies. In Fig. 8 we relate our
system design to the design dimensions (which we formed based
on synthesizing findings from our case study) to show how we
developed the core SST principles. Our Robo-Shoe-Flies system
prototype had a fictional backstory of creatures who dwell on people’s feet and ‘need’ to interact with other creatures of their species
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Robo-Shoe-Flies: Design Features
- a backstory of creatures
with ‘needs’
- Light animation and sounds
indicate to people when the
creatures ‘need’ to be engaged
- Facilitates playful interaction
- Engaging to fulﬁl the ‘needs’
by taking breaks from work,
and bodily movement
- Wearers are also required
to ﬁnd others and interact
collaboratively
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Design Dimensions

Design Implications

SST Core Principles

- External reasons to socialize

- Creating external reasons to socialize

- Systems are designed with ‘need(s)’

- Mixed control and
Shared Experience

- Interaction design that requires mix
control; people need each other to
engage with the system

- The ‘need(s)’ encourage people to
interact because they are compelling
and essential for them

- Interaction design that considers
people’s shared experience

- Fulﬁlling the ‘need(s)’ of the system
results in positive social implications
for the people who use it

- Being Playful Together
- Beyond the Self: Towards a
Shared Low-stakes Goal

- Interaction design that encourages
people to practice empathy and care
for others
- Considering animism as an approach
to implement the previous design
implications

- Interactions are designed while
thinking beyond the individual level
- Building ‘synergies’ between the
real needs of people and the ‘need(s)’
of the system

Figure 8: This figure demonstrates how the SST concept
emerged in the RtD process of the Robo-Shoe-Flies case
study.
by moving together. This backstory of creatures with ‘needs’ enabled us to design interaction around a simulated inner life that
suggested compelling and essential interactions. It created synergies between the system’s ‘needs’ and people’s (presumed need) to
engage in social interaction.
The backstory created an external reason for the wearer to engage
with it and with other wearers. Our system employs vulnerability
strategically by using the fictional backstory to guide the wearers to
interact with others. Vulnerability is present on two levels: the creatures ‘need’ interaction with other creatures and depend on their
wearers to achieve this interaction. The creatures are vulnerable
because they need other creatures. They also rely on their wearers
to be able to fulfill this need. The wearers practice being empathetic
to their creatures ‘needs.’ However, when they want to help their
creatures they rely on other wearers to coordinate meetings and
move together. This engages the wearers’ sense of vulnerability as
they depend on others’ willingness to collaborate with them. These
‘needs’ provided an external reason for wearers to socialize as the
system suggested wearers work with others towards a shared goal.
It also relates to the concept of interdependent wearables: wearers
were keener to interact with each other because they needed others
to help them care for their wearable creatures. The mixed control
supported a shared experience. Caring for their creatures together
created a pre-agreed upon invitation to interact (e.g. “I think people
were more easily talking to me cause like we had a task that we had
to do together and it doesn’t work if you don’t do it together” (P4)).
It also had sociospatial implications, for example, P1 felt the need
to stay close to other creatures, and P8 said that they stayed in
proximity to other creatures to take care of their creature.
Our system introduced a synergy between the creatures’ social
‘need’ and its possible effect on wearers’ social interaction. It focused the interaction beyond the individual and towards a shared
low-stakes goal and implied three types of relations. First, a relationship between each wearer and their creature – through the synergistic
quality of the interaction design, two HRI paradigm converged: the
wearer cared for their creature while the creature supported them
to engage in presumably beneficial activities. Thus it created a combination of the caretaker paradigm with the assistant/companion
paradigm. The Robo-shoe-flies system shifted participants’ mindset
from focusing on themselves to caring for their companions (e.g.,
“it takes you away and out of that mindset of being by yourself [...]
it makes you attend to something else” (P5)). The second relation is
that between the creatures and the wearers as two small collectives,
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the wearers became one community of people who collaborated to
fulfill their creatures’ needs together. Finally, and most importantly,
the relationships between wearers developed, as they coordinated
their actions towards a shared goal to satisfy the needs of their creatures. The wearers became a small community of carers who could
benefit from their shared responsibility. Participants expressed how
they felt dedicated to caring for their creatures– individually as
well as collectively (e.g., “everyone would just pay attention to the
creatures and everyone were shaking their foot even if theirs wasn’t
[needing the interaction]” (P13)).

5

HOW SST IS MANIFESTED IN OTHER
DESIGNS

The case study of the Robo-Shoe-Flies prototype provides one example of the Synergistic Social Technology concept in action. Ideally,
a strong concept should be vertically grounded in several exemplar
systems or instances [29]. Here we present a few more examples
of systems that relate to SST and embody some aspects of it, to
varying degrees. In Fig. 9 we demonstrate where the designs relate
and where they deviate from SST.
Data Hungry Home (DHH) [39] is a framing for several design concepts that propose a collaborative relationship between
humans and objects fuelled by data. In this framing, the humans
are in charge of collecting data while the objects ‘need’ to‘eat’ the
“foodata”. It is “an ecosystem where data needs to be produced and
consumed to maintain the system” [39]. The DHH design proposes
that objects could have a ‘hunger’ which “can be a need, craving, desire, dependency, reliance, even an addiction or simply seeking enough
sustenance to plod along” [40]. This example evokes the metaphor
of animism and has the synergistic qualities of SST through its focus
on objects and their dependency on a human to be ‘fed’. Similarly to
SST the ‘needs’ of the objects drive the interaction. But the ‘needs’
in DHH are mapped 1:1 between the object and the human who
is feeding it “You scratch my back (with data/knowledge) and I will
scratch your back (with an interaction), so to speak” [40]. The DHH is
focused only on the relationship of a single human and their objects,
and therefore lacks the social quality of SST. In contrast, the SST
concept proposes that the artifact or system have a ‘need’ which,
when it gets fulfilled, has social implications: humans interacting
with other humans collaboratively.
Tamagotchi [3], is a commercial example. It is a simple computationally-based display of a virtual pet enclosed in a small plastic
device. It is connected to a keychain and needs daily interaction with
its users for it to ‘improved and grow.’ It requires continuous care, or
else it ‘dies.’ The Tamagotchi Connection [64] is an addition from
2004 that lets different Tamagotchi devices interact with each other
via infrared sensing. However, these devices were not designed to
encourage different users to interact with each other directly. Rather,
one user could have a few Tamagotchi devices and let them connect
with each other. These Tamagotchi designs primarily focus on the
interaction between a single human and their multiple devices,
similar to DHH. Therefore this design lacks the social quality of
SST.
Snapchat app, is an example of a system that embodies the
social aspect of SST but does not include the metaphor of animism.
Its interface design is highly visual and challenging. It meant that
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people engaged with others in-person to show them how to use
it – “Snapchat had a confusing interface, so users in high school
and college frequently showed each other how to use new features
and navigate the app. [...] This in-person sharing helped Snapchat
grow quickly among young people” [24]. This example demonstrates
how interface design could have social implications. However, the
collaboration between people to learn how to use the interface is
not a requirement of the system design. Therefore, it is not clear if
these social implications were inadvertent results or intentionally
designed.
Social media platforms in general relate to SST. Often, these
systems are designed to rely on people (or need people) to create
their content (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc.). When people
begin to interact with others by commenting, sharing, liking, shopping, and so on, there are synergies between the ‘need’ of the system
for content creation and the resulting social interaction people using the system experience between themselves and others. These
systems need humans to act in certain ways to sustain themselves,
and the results of these actions have social implications relating
to how the human-users interact with others. Hence the design of
social media platforms includes synergistic-social aspects. However,
the needs for these systems are not embedded in metaphors of
animism and do not require synchronous collaboration between
the humans who use them.
Lågom [14] are social wearables designed as a flower-like species
with a backstory that explains that they ‘thrive’ based on balancing wearers’ speaking participation levels in a group discussion.
This design instance embodies both the synergistic-social and the
metaphor of animism. The Lågom have a fictional backstory establishing that people who wear them need to collaborate as a
group, adapting their conversation style to help the species to
thrive. When people engaged in a group discussion with other
Lågom wearers and fulfilled their ‘need’ for a balanced participation level in the group’s discussion, the wearers themselves could
benefit from a more ‘balanced’ conversation as well. The Lågom
design suggests a synergy between the ‘needs’ of the system and
the benefiting people. The people who wear the Lågom are directed
to work together collaboratively to meet their ‘needs,’ and tending
to these ‘needs’ has social implications for the people using the
system (in this case, adapting conversation styles during a group
discussion).
Our search to find more design instances and systems to ground
the concept even deeper yielded limited results. While there are
a number of such systems, we found a lack of examples that fully
embody SST’s core aspects. We believe this gap is an interesting
area for future design explorations.

Core SST principles

DHH

Tamagotchi

Snapchat App
interface

Social media
platforms

Lågom

Robo-Shoe-Flies

Systems designed with 'need(s)’

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

The 'need(s)' encourage people using the
system to interact

?

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Fulfilling the system's 'need(s)' results in
positive social implications

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Interactions are designed while thinking
beyond the individual level of interaction

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Building ‘synergies’ between real human
needs and the 'need(s)' of the system

?

Y

?

Y

Y

Y

Figure 9: Table showing a list of the design examples and
whether or not they include each of the core SST principles.
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6

DISCUSSION

In their paper defining strong concepts, Höök and Lowgren write:
“Elements of that particular or instance, can be isolated and abstracted
to the level that they are applicable in a whole class of applications,
a whole range of use situations, or a whole genre of designs” [29].
The SST concept emerged through the RtD process of the RoboShoe-Flies prototype. The design dimensions we formed (based
on synthesizing findings from our study) helped us abstract its
elements and articulate how the SST core principles were developed.
Even though our system had anthropomorphic features (such as
‘eyes’), we found it better to characterize SST with animism, rather
than anthropomorphism. We believe this allows for a broader range
of potential synergies and relations to emerge in future design
work.
A range of related HCI theoretical frames to SST were detailed
in this paper (e.g., vulnerability [12], interdependent wearables [33],
OOO [28]). However, what makes this concept “novel” and “contestable” [29] to the interaction-design research community, and
different from the other concepts and HCI theory we described, is
that it combines perspectives and qualities. It combines collectiveminded and animistic perspectives with qualities of interdependence and vulnerability. SST proposes a new direction: designing systems in which humans and technology work together in a
synergistic-social manner to drive positive social implications.
The notion of synergistic social technology could be a piece of the
puzzle for situations that require designing systemic changes. For
example, in broader societal issues such as designing systems that
create collective accountability or even feelings of collective connectedness. Technology designs aiming to solve ‘wicked problems’
such as climate change, political discord, and economic inequality could benefit from thinking at this collective level in design.
Another area that might benefit from SST is educational technology design that wants to support the growth of social-emotional
skills in children (and adults who may need more scaffolding). Synergistic social systems could support learners in practicing their
socio-emotional skills with one another toward increased understanding and mastery.
Designers and researchers could appropriate SST as an element
in their potential design solutions or when creating new design
instances. For example, designing systems from an individual point
of view may evoke feelings of isolation or shame. Some popular
social media platforms are accused of causing harm [42] instead
of bringing people closer together and building community and
connection as they hope to. However, if we design from a collective
socio-emotional perspective, perhaps it would foster different feelings. It is in line with the notion of ‘Suprahuman’ design [32], which
suggests taking up alternative design values aimed at shaping the
space between people, rather than focusing primarily on meeting
an aggregation of individual needs.
A possible negative aspect of SST relates to the challenges designers would face with identifying appropriate synergism. Designers’
perspective about what is synergistic and beneficial for people
could be limited, especially given unanticipated contexts. People
may vary in their appreciation of or interest in engaging with technology inspired by SST. Therefore, designers should consider such
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limitations and include ways to empower people to adjust the design according to their context of use and personal preferences. No
outright assumptions should be made about the kind of interaction
that is positive, wanted, and always beneficial for people. For example, the value of “connection with others” is not always good.
Every design value should always be considered and evaluated in
its relevant context.
Designers should be mindful of possible ethical implications
when considering exploring SST in their work. They should reflect on potential unintended consequences– and introduce such
designs when convinced it is appropriate– to avoid manipulating
people or creating unwanted social pressure to interact when one
is uncomfortable or uninterested. Designers need to be aware that
there could also be possible negative impacts to their design, especially when used repeatedly over long periods (e.g., stigmatization,
induced stress, work interruptions, etc.).
Reflective [67] and responsible design [51] approaches could
help tackle some of the ethical challenges and limitations of SSTinspired work– especially when it relates to design for societal
challenges. It could also be helpful when considering the novelty
or potential future over-ubiquity of new artifacts (that could cause
large amounts of electronic waste should they become trendy) and
a range of other possible consequences, positive and negative.

7

LIMITATIONS

The theoretical framing of the SST concept emerged from the RtD
process of the Robo-Shoe-Flies prototype. We studied the design
with participants over a short period of use. Therefore we cannot
assess the possibility of novelty effects wearing off as people experience them over long periods of time. Furthermore, we conducted
the study within the context of a workplace/educational institution.
It would be interesting to instantiate the SST concept in designs for
other domains as well, with the caveat that one might encounter
unforeseen boundaries or challenges along the way.
Our initial plan was to iterate and retest the design in subsequent
studies. That plan was hampered by the arrival of COVID-19, making it impossible to conduct further detailed observations. However,
as we synthesized design dimensions from our case study, the concept began to unveil itself. We found it inspiring enough to fully
formalize its principles even though we could not evaluate them
yet. Newly articulated strong concepts are considered provisional
[29]. Here we propose the SST as a strong concept: as a generative
piece of knowledge, which could inspire future applications that
seek “new solutions for a particular design situation” [29]. Therefore,
because this concept is new, its influence on the field of interaction
design is not yet clear. It could only be evaluated over time.

8

CONCLUSION

Through design, prototyping, and study of our Robo-Shoe-Flies system, we arrived at an intermediate-level knowledge [44] contribution:
proposing the Synergistic Social Technology (SST) as a strong concept for design [29]. SST suggests that when technologies have their
own ‘needs’ for interaction this could motivate people to engage
with the tech. Also, and more importantly, it could encourage them
to engage with others synchronously and collaboratively. In the process of the technology getting its ‘needs’ met, people who use the
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system benefit from social interaction, hence the synergistic-social
quality. The SST concept has five core principles:
• Systems designed with ‘needs.’
• The ‘needs’ encourage people using the system to interact.
• Fulfilling the system’s ‘need’ results in positive social implications.
• Interactions are designed while thinking beyond the individual level of interaction.
• Building ‘synergies’ between real human needs and the
‘needs’ of the system
We articulated the concept based on theoretical frames (horizontal grounding) and vertical grounding by describing other systems
that share some aspects of SST (e.g., the Data Hungry Home [40],
Morse Things [77], Lågom [14]). We discussed some key application
areas of HCI that might benefit from this strong concept. In particular, design situations that require systemic changes that need
to take place across communities. We presented the case study of
the Robo-Shoe-Flies to scaffold how the SST emerged from the RtD
process. We included design-focused observations based on a study
of this system through the presentation of the design dimensions:
(i) being playful together, (ii) external reasons to interact, (iii) mix
control and shared experience, and (iv) interactions beyond the self.
We hope the SST concept and these observations may inspire other
designers and researchers interested in developing technology to
positively impact social interaction, not just from an individual
perspective but also from a collective perspective across devices
and multiple users.
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